ALTA SCUOLA POLITECNICA

The Alta Scuola Politecnica (ASP) is a joint venture between Politecnico di Milano (PoliMi) and Politecnico di Torino (PoliTo).
The mission of ASP is to contribute to the education of talented students giving them a high-profile vision of the challenges of society and a proactive attitude towards innovation.

Benefits

- Multicultural community of students and professors.
- Tuition fee waiver for the Laurea Magistrale and for the ASP programme
- Free travel and accommodation for ASP courses
- Budget for developing the ASP Multidisciplinary Projects.
- An Asp specific placement programme (80% of ASP students found a job within two months from graduation).
- The opportunity to join the ASP Alumni Association.

Highlights

- 150 exceptionally talented and motivated students among the applicants to the Laurea Magistrale programmes in Architecture, Design and Engineering at PoliMi (90 students) and PoliTo (60 students).
- Multi-disciplinary projects in collaboration with companies and public institutions focused on real-world problems;
- Full-immersion courses with highly interactive lectures, at different locations in Italy;
- The official ASP language is English.

Eligibility and how to apply

Applicants must obtain a first cycle degree (a three-year Laurea or an equivalent title), with an average mark above 27/30 or equivalent. Students must first submit their LM application to either PoliMi or PoliTo on their respective websites. Calls for applications will be published on the ASP website. In order to complete the ASP programme, students must maintain a high standard during the whole two-year track, both in their LM and in the ASP.